A villa Built To Perfection Bringing Andalusian Architecture and Conte…
€8,500,000
5 Bed • 5 Bath • 905 m2 Built • 219 m2 Terraces • 2262 m2 Plot

DESCRIPTION
Welcome to Villa Victoria, a pristine Mediterranean villa that fusions to perfection Andalusian architecture and contemporary touches.
Villa Victoria has been finished and designed to ensure the greatest quality of life. The home welcomes you into an exquisite hall opening to the breathtaking manicured garden
and infinity pool. The main living areas and bedrooms are built on one level and distributed into two separate wings. The villa includes a basement level exclusively designed for
wellness. On the left wing we can find a grand open-plan living room, with a chic interior design.
The living room is spacious, enjoys large floor-to-ceiling windows that retract and create a seamless fusion of indoor and outdoor spaces. On this open-plan wing, we can find a
delicate kitchen fully fitted and equipped with top of the line appliances, a bright office room and an entertainment space with a bar, TV area and pool table. On the left wing of this
exquisite mansion, we can find 4 exceptional suites with direct access to the garden and with magnificent views to the lush vegetation.
The master suite is a sensational space, offering the highest comfort and design features. All guest bedrooms afford a large size and include a bathroom en-suite and a walk-in
closet. One of the guest bedrooms includes a private kitchen, offering your guests the highest comfort standards.
The outdoors of Villa Victoria are impressively remarkable. The spectacular garden offers you several covered and uncovered chill- out areas, with contemporary fireplaces, dining
spaces, an outdoor kitchen and breathtaking views to the exclusive Aloha golf course. From the garden, you can access the state-of-the-art SPA with the most luxurious finishes.
Walking down the stairs, a majestic patio welcomes you with natural light, delicate marble and the most extraordinary 5-Star features: indoor pool, infra- red sauna, steam bath, ice
pool, Jacuzzi, fully equipped gym, water features and sitting areas. Villa Victoria is ...

